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Wroclaw – where it all started... 

For years Wroclaw has been at the top of the list of most dynamically developing cities and subsequently has attracted 

numerous foreign investors. Highly qualified employees of Wroclaw branches of international companies have had the 

chance of pursuing their careers at European, even world standards. I aspire to when Polish companies – Polish global 

brands – and their employment opportunities will soon emerge as similar magnets. For the citizens of Wroclaw this is 

an additional argument for remaining in the capital of the Lower Silesia. And those who have come here to work are, 

actually, willing to stay here a little longer – most likely permanently. This is because Wroclaw is a vibrant, vivid metropolis 

but simultaneously provides numerous possibilities for relaxation. 

Analysing the situation of Wroclaw companies operating in foreign markets, we have come to the conclusion that 

the time has come to revolutionise the approach to investments and investing. Focusing on gaining foreign investors is not enough. Supporting Polish 

companies in their international economic expansion is essential and the key to the further development of our country. Thus, this is how the Polish 

Champion programme came to existence in 2011. The plan is to, apart from having Polish centres of international companies in Wroclaw and other Polish 

cities, to build headquarters of our homegrown companies who will have a global reach. It will generate new workplaces, which would be top shelf posts, 

available for Poles. The participating companies are the leaders in their fields and constitute a great example of worldwide expansion of Polish investments, 

products and services. They have factories, R&D centers and divisions on 5 continents. They are present in Dubai as well as in the Silicon Valley. 

The Polish Champion programme was founded in Wroclaw but since the beginning it has assumed that it can successfully operate on a nationwide scale. 

I am glad that the Ministry of Economy has recognised our programme as vital to government policy objectives.

Rafał Dutkiewicz 

Mayor of Wroclaw 

Many people are unaware of the fact that more and more Polish 

companies successfully operate not only in the markets of 

Eastern Europe but also in other continents. On the other hand, 

we demonstrate to young people that they can develop their 

passions and careers in global companies headquartered in 

Wroclaw, such as IBM, Credit Suisse and Google.

For the companies participating in the Polish Champion 

programme among the challenges which they encounter in 

foreign expansion is the lower prestige of Polish brands in relation to an actual value as well as 

the negative perception of Polish employers. Considering these points, the assumptions of the 

programme are formulated in a very practical way: increasing the quality of administrative support 

for Polish companies. Systemic, constant promotion of Polish companies, concrete support in 

attracting managers and specialists, and a particularly important element – support for R&D works.

We want the Polish Champion programme to set new standards in the promotion and support of 

Polish companies of an international range.

Dariusz Ostrowski

President of the Board

Wroclaw Agglomeration Development Agency
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Wroclaw is one of the fastest developing 

cities in Poland. For many years, it has been 

attracting a huge number of investors 

who have created new workplaces. The 

capital of Lower Silesia is perceived as 

an ideal place for business and career 

development. I am delighted to have had 

the program Polish Champion created 

in Wroclaw. The companies participating are leaders in their industries 

and are great examples of the expansion of Polish investments, products 

and services. The idea of raising foreign investment and supporting local 

entrepreneurs also fits perfectly within the activities conducted by the 

Ministry of Economy.

We offer support tools which help to effectively attract investors to Poland 

and which will facilitate business activities, including the creation of Special 

Economic Zones.

During the 15 years of their existence nearly 250 thousand new workplaces 

have been created with investments to the value of 75 billion PLN. The 

Ministry of Economy plans to extend indefinitely the activities of Special 

Economic Zones and to create attractive investment areas in each 

municipality. Thanks to the favourable business conditions, the zones are 

also a good base for cluster development. We want to develop a new cluster 

policy, and thus also new support tools for innovative business initiatives.

I also believe that with the framework of cooperation with Polish Champion 

our companies will become the brand ambassadors of the Polish Economy. 

The combination of talents among the Polish across indifferent economic 

sectors at home and abroad, will create a positive and long lasting picture 

of Poland as an advantageous location for conduct of business activities.

Waldemar Pawlak

Deputy Prime Minister, Minister of Economy

Patronage... 
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Currently over 18% of large Polish companies 

operate their the production abroad. This is a rela-

tively new phenomenon, for the reason that up to 

now Polish brands have appeared abroad mainly 

through exports. Polish entrepreneurs are just 

learning international expansion, facing numerous 

obstacles: not only the lack of capital and decline 

of demand caused by the world crisis. There is also 

a mental barrier, as well as the fear of expanding outside the domestic market and 

taking the risk. Therefore, a program to support domestic companies in their efforts 

is required. Polish Champions being examples of success can consequently inspire 

innumerable Polish companies to expand and experience success not only in the 

domestic market but additionally in foreign markets. 

Sławomir Majman

President of Polish Information and Foreign Investment Agency

For numerous Polish companies the international 

expansion is the natural consequence of their 

success on the local market. The results of our 

research show that it is often the only option if the 

companies want to continue their dynamic growth. 

Our objective is to identify the development barriers 

faced by polish entrepreneurs investing abroad. 

We want to help these companies to solve the 

problems they encounter. The aim of the Polish Champion program is to promote 

local companies that will become global players within the next several years and 

at the same time will keep their decision centers in the cities of origin. In modern 

world economy most of the total value added is generated in decision and research 

centres of global leaders. Only the cities being able to successfully support such 

future leaders will become the real centers of economic development. 

Ryszard Petru

PwC Partner
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Polish Business Support Programme

The Polish Champion is carried out on behalf of Wroclaw by the 

Wroclaw Agglomeration Development Agency in cooperation 

with the Ministry of Economy and Polish Information, Foreign 

Investment Agency and PwC. 

Our economy is developing internationally as a  result of 

two trends – the acquisition of complex foreign investment 

projects as well as the expansion of local companies onto 

markets worldwide. Both these trends are material for placing 

Wroclaw in the world network of economic relations. 

For years now, the Capital of Lower Silesia has effectively 

attracted foreign investments – Wroclaw houses the Polish 

centres of companies such as Google, IBM, HP, Nokia Siemens 

Networks or McKinsey & Company. It is time for our companies, 

already successful on other markets, to be purposely supported 

in their future development. 

Businesses participating in the Polish Champion programme 

have to be at least of a  multilocal character in Europe and 

established global strategy. In the programme there are  

11 Wroclaw-based companies enrolled: AB, Clarena, Hasco-

Lek, Koelner, Kruk, Impel, REC Global, Selena, TelForceOne, 

Toya and Xantus. 

Areas that the programme is aimed to support, were declared 

crucial by all the participants. The first set of these strategic 

matters was selected at a series of seminars – they all evolve 

around human resources, promotion and research and 

development. On the grounds of first experiences, we have 

created a  platform of communication that continuously 

allows for new ideas of projects supporting the development 

of Wroclaw’s economy. From the City’s point of view the 

purpose of this project is to have a couple of global companies 

in existence in ten years time. Such a  fact will significantly 

stabilize the economy and its innovative potential. It will also 

enable a  higher circulation of capital in the SME (small and 

medium-sized enterprises) sector. 

On 7th of May 2012 in Warsaw a declaration of joining the 

programme was signed by the representatives of the following 

voivodships: Lublin, Lesser Poland, Łódź, Masovian, Pomeranian, 

West Pomeranian and the cities of Gdańsk, Katowice, Olsztyn, 

Poznań, Szczecin and Rzeszów. 

The official site: www.polishchampion.pl 
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Companies with global perspectives 
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POLAND 1990

CZECH REPUBLIC 2007
SLOVAKIA 2007

LATVIA
LITHUANIA

ESTONIA

UKRAINE

SPAIN

UNITED KINGDOM

RUSSIA

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

AB
AB – modern technology distributor

Scope of business: 

• IT – hardware and software 

• CE – consumer electronics

• AGD – household appliances

• GSM – mobile phones and accessories

www.ab.pl
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Andrzej Przybyło
President of the Board

1990 1998 2006 2008 2009 2010 201120072000 2002 20031993

Przedsiębiorstwo 
Handlowe AB family 
business is established Transformation into AB S.A. 

IPO and launch at the 
Warsaw Stock Exchange

Modernization and expansion 
of the logistics center

2-millionth order placed via AB 
Online
• Implementation of new ERP and 
BI systems

AB becomes a member of “Global Technology Distribution Council” 

Acquisition of ATComputers Holding a.s. AB Online launches
• ERP Implementation 

Przedsiębiorstwo Handlowe AB Iwona 
Przybyło company with a seat in Wroclaw 
is established

AB Group is the largest distributor of electronics (IT, CE, TELE-

COM and small home appliances) in the CEE region in terms 

of turnover and the number of clients. The annual turnover of 

the Group exceeds USD 1 billion. Listed on the Warsaw Stock 

Exchange since 2006, the company operates on the Polish, 

Czech and Slovakian markets, selling products of the largest 

global manufacturers of modern technologies. At the same 

time the company cooperates with over 14,000 commercial 

partners – SMB dealers, VARs, hypermarkets, integrators, com-

puter stores and wholesalers. It is one of the largest distribu-

tion networks in this part of Europe. 

AB Group comprises, among others, three distribution com-

panies operating on three local markets (AB, AT Computers 

and AT Computer Slovakia), AT Compus (the largest PC manu-

facturer in the Czech Republic), Alsen Marketing (a company 

managing the network of franchise retail stores in Poland) and 

Comfor Stores (a company managing the network of proprie-

tary and franchise retail stores in Slovakia and the Czech Re-

public). Apart from the established position on the IT market, 

AB Group successfully handles the distribution of consumer 

electronics, small home appliances, telephone products, clo-

ud computing solutions and other services, which make the 

company’s offer more varied and attractive by expanding the 

product portfolio and improving profitability of the Group’s 

operations due to economies of scale.

The CTX Best European Distributor in 2000 

Company of the Decade
 (by CRN Polska)

• Business Cheetach
 in 2007

Intel Award: For support in Poland and Central Eastern European Region in 2008
• Andrzej Przybyło is the “IT Man of the Year 2009” (CRN Polska)

• Award in the “Diamonds of Forbes in 2009” ranking 

2011 Entrepreneur of the Year
according to Ernst & Young

• Distributor of the 2010 (by Microsoft)
• Distributor of the 2010 (by CRN Polska)

2nd place in “Polish Companies – Growth of Polish 
Capital”
• Award “Anwsering to investors” (by Puls Biznesu) 
• Authorized Econominc Operator Certificate 
• Distributor of the Year 2010 (by CRN Polska)

Distributor of the Year 2006
 (by CRN Polska)

Recommendation for
 Trustworthy Contractor

 (National Registry of Debt)
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POLAND 1996

HUNGARY 2011

GERMANY 2008

ITALY 2010

SWEDEN 2008

AUSTRIA 2010

CZECH REPUBLIC 2010

MALTA 2011

IRELAND 2009

NORWAY 2008

PORTUGAL 2010

SWITZERLAND 2011

LUXEMBOURG 2012

ROMANIA 2010

BULGARIA 2010

BELARUS 2010

ESTONIA 2010

UKRAINE 2010

RUSSIA 2010

UNITED KINGDOM 2008

BELGIUM 2012

SPAIN 2010

NETHERLANDS 2010

CLARENA
Clarena is one of the biggest Polish manufacturers 

of both professional and retail cosmetics.

Scope of activity:

• Professional cosmetics

• Retail cosmetics

• Equipment for beauty treatment salon procedures 

www.clarena.pl
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Premiere of Clarena cosmetics at the Beauty Forum fair
• Expanding the offer with Rubica specialist cosmetological equipment

POLAND 1996

HUNGARY 2011

GERMANY 2008

ITALY 2010

SWEDEN 2008

AUSTRIA 2010

CZECH REPUBLIC 2010

MALTA 2011

IRELAND 2009

NORWAY 2008

PORTUGAL 2010

SWITZERLAND 2011

LUXEMBOURG 2012

ROMANIA 2010

BULGARIA 2010

BELARUS 2010

ESTONIA 2010

UKRAINE 2010

RUSSIA 2010

UNITED KINGDOM 2008

BELGIUM 2012

SPAIN 2010

NETHERLANDS 2010

Clarena is one of the biggest Polish manufacturers of profes-

sional cosmetics specializing in beauty salon services. Not 

only does it deliver care preparations, cosmetic preparations 

recommended for dermatological purposes and treatment 

equipment of high quality, but it also creates innovative co-

smetics for individual clients and original care treatments.

Thanks to dynamic development and innovative attitude 

Clarena has quickly joined the small group of leaders within 

the sector. For the time being it has three Training and Sales 

Centres in Poland, situated in: Wroclaw, Warsaw and Kraków. 

Clarena cooperates with 18,000 of beauty salons in the entire 

country.

Clarena actively operates on the international market. In 

March 2012 the first foreign branch of the company was ope-

ned in the city centre of Brussels. Moreover, Clarena products 

are exported to Great Britain, Ireland, Romania, Spain, Russia, 

Germany, Czech Republic, Norway, Belgium, Bulgaria, Por-

tugal, the Netherlands, Belarus, Ukraine, Hungary and Malta. 

Negotiations concerning a  distributorship agreement with 

a partner in Hong Kong and the United States are being con-

ducted at the moment. 

The company is specialized also in cosmetic industry educa-

tion – in 2000 as the first one in Poland it introduced trainings 

for beauticians. Apart from conducting the workshops Clarena 

participates in the international trade fairs on a regular basis. 

Yet another event somewhere in-between cosmetic branch 

and entertainment organized for three years now by Clarena 

is Miss Beautician contest. With the intense development of 

distribution focused on a  retail client, Clarena is introducing 

into this particular market a  well-established and company 

distinguishing model of professional care consulting.

The key priority of Clarena is above all its client’s satisfaction 

and that is the main reason why the company guarantees the 

highest quality of cosmetics, equipment and procedures, as 

well as professionalism of service and education within the 

scope of beauty treatment.

Patricia Popławska
President of the Board

1999 200220001996 2005 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012

Signing Exclusive Distributorship 
Agreement with a Spanish company May Star Setting up a branch in Krakow

Initiating educational activity

Establishing the 
company

Creating Cosmetic Training Centre 
and Customer Service Centre in 

Wroclaw and in Warsaw

Opening a new salon in Warsaw
•  Clarena brings the strategic 
departments in modern seat 
in Wilczyce

The 3rd edition of Miss Beautician and 
Top Beauty Salon contest – an event 

organized by Clarena
•  Opening the company’s depart-

ment in Brussels

1st presentation of Clarena at Cos-
moprof Worldwide Bologna
•  Setting up a production line of 
the prototypical Rubica equipment 

1st Massage Forum and Polish Pigmentation Championships 
•  Establishing Post-secondary Micropigmentation School

Clarena Foundation is set up. 
The main field is charity work 
aimed at helping single mothers

My Cosmetic 2008 Award • Lower Silesian Business Certificate (DCG) Fair Play Company
• Business Gazelle 2010

 • Best Beauty Buys
 for Sensitive

 soothing lotion

Luxury Brand of 2011 
• WIKTORIA Entrepreneurs’ Mark 
of Quality
• Nomination in 100 Businesswomen 
ranking for Clarena President, Patricia 
Popławska

Lower Silesian Business 
Certificate (DCG)

• 2009 Lower Silesia
 Griffin Economic Award 

Beauty Expert for the Diamond Lift procedure
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POLAND 1984
BELARUS

MONGOLIA

VIETNAM

GEORGIA

AZERBAIJAN

LITHUANIA

LATVIA

PPF HASCO-LEK S.A.
Pharmaceutical Production Company 

Hasco-Lek S.A. was established in 

1984 in Wroclaw. It is one of the most 

dynamically developing companies of 

the pharmaceutical sector, based only 

on the Polish capital. 750 people are 

employed in the company. It sells yearly 

over 33 million unit packages of drugs 

and food supplements, which ranks it in 

the 5th position on the Polish market of 

food supplements and OTC drugs.

*data IMS Health MAT 3/2012

www.hasco-lek.pl

Scope of activity:

• Production of pharmaceutical   

 products and drugs

• Contract production for Polish and   

 foreign customers

• Drug formulation development

• Trial batches for clinical tests and   

 registration purposes 

• Preparation of products for clinical 

  trials
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POLAND 1984
BELARUS

MONGOLIA

VIETNAM

GEORGIA

AZERBAIJAN

LITHUANIA

LATVIA

Pharmaceutical Production Company Hasco-Lek S.A. combi-

nes 25 years of experience with the world technology and 

pharmaceutical quality of drugs manufactured in one of the 

most modern production plants in Europe. The company 

keeps investing in development of its technologies and pro-

motion of its products. In the effect, nowadays every second 

unit package of analgesic soft capsules purchased in phar-

macies comes from the Ibum brand.

The source of Hasco-Lek’s success is passion and reliability 

combined with the latest scientific achievements. As a proof 

of that, the company has received Fair Play award each year 

since 2003. Owing to its knowledge, skills and engagement, 

Hasco-Lek meets patients’ expectations. 

Since 2006, Pharmaceutical Production Company HASCO-

-LEK S.A. undertakes also charity actions through Hasco-Lek 

Foundation which helps children and other people in need 

as well as supports the educational development by means 

of a competition for best Master’s and Doctor’s theses. Since 

May of 2012, Hasco-Lek has conducted an action of collec-

ting money for children with hearing disorder called “Give 

health to somebody else”. This campaign is supported by the 

sale of food supplements of NaturKaps brand, produced by 

Hasco-Lek. 

For the fourth time Hasco-Lek S.A. will be the title sponsor 

of Hasco-Lek Wroclaw Marathon, one of the biggest running 

events in Poland. 

Stanisław Han
President of the Board

1984 19941993 1997 1999 2000 2004 20092006 2010 2011 2012

President Stanisław Han 
establishes Pharmaceutical 
Production Company 
Hasco-Lek

Hasco-Lek starts to export its products

Hasco-Lek becomes a member of POLFARMED (Polish 
Chamber of Pharmaceutical Industry and Medical 

Devices)

Opening of a new 
production facility located

 at Żmigrodzka  

Building of the next production site, 
including soft gelatine capsule production 
and ointment production departments Company introduces HACCP management 

system according to DS 3027:2002

Hasco-Lek S.A. obtains 
the Certificate of Medical 

Products Management 

Pharmaceutical Production Company Hasco-
Lek continues its activities as Pharmaceutical 
Production Company Hasco-Lek S.A. (Inc.)

Company introduces Food Management System ISO 22 000 : 2005
• In Siechnice the second production facility belonging to Hasco-Lek 

S.A. starts operating 

Company obtains the GMP Certificate

Company obtains the award “Health Leader” in the Europe Health survey, for 
an excellent communication with patients

• Hasco-Lek S.A. joins the exclusive group of Business Gazelles

Hasco-Lek’s products are awarded: Ulgix Flatulence with the European Medal and 
DIH with the Consumer Award

IBUM Brand is awarded by the consumers with the 
Cristal European Trusted Brands Emblem • Drug Loratan 
Pro receives the golden medal and the title of the Drug 
of Two Decades in the competition organized by Gazeta 

Farmaceutyczna (Pharmaceutical Gazette)
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POLAND 1990

LATVIA 2003

UKRAINE 2007

IMPEL
Impel is the leading provider of services for 

institutions and enterprises, listed on 

the Stock Exchange.

Scope of business: 

• Cleaning services

• Technical real estate services 

• Equipment in the buildings: raised access 

  floors, floor coverings, suspended ceilings

• Handling services

• Area optimisation and restructuring

• Manned guarding

www.impel.pl

• Monitoring and technical security systems

• Cash handling

• Workwear rental and service 

• Washing services

• Supply logistics

 (health and safety, stationery)

• Catering services

• Part-time work

• Payroll and personnel outsourcing

• Insurance services

• Accounting services

• Information and communication services

• Real-estate management
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POLAND 1990

LATVIA 2003

UKRAINE 2007

Initially there were two originators – now Impel employs  
50,000 people. We started from cleaning and security 
services.

After 22 years the offer of Impel Group encompasses  
18 products, including in BPO (Business Process 
Outsourcing) area. Impel has nearly 30 outlets in Poland 
and companies in Latvia and Ukraine. 

The company is listed on Warsaw Stock Exchange and 
the obtained capital is dedicated to growth through 
acquisitions. To date we conducted the acquisition of nearly  
20 entities. 

Impel is a company operating on the first line of business 
support. We are working with the demanding clients from 
various sectors providing them with the optimization of the 
taken over areas. We are using modern client service tool in 
communication with our clients: Contact Center integrated 
with SAP.

We are involved not just in business. We support the 
initiative for the construction of a Clinic – Cape of Hope 
for children with cancer. We support the “Wroclaw without 
barriers” project, whose objective is to increase the activity 
and independence of disabled people. We support 
ambitious and successful sportsmen: female volleyball 
team Impel Wroclaw.

Grzegorz Dzik
President of the Management Board 

1990 1993 19991997 2001 2004 20102003 2009 2012

Transformation into joint stock company Listing of Impel S.A. on Warsaw Stock Exchange 
The largest implementation of SAP

 in Central-Eastern Europe 

Impel Groups has 18 products, including in BPO (Business 
Process Outsourcing) area, executed by specialised

 companies within the Impel Group structures
Establishment of Impel involved in 
the security and cleaning services 

Establishment of first 
branch of the company 

Reliable Partner Certificate Reliable Company
 Teraz Polska competition

Business Gazelle Fair Play Enterprise; Award by
 Minister of Economy for Impel S.A.

Forbes’s Diamonds 
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RUSSIA 1999

ROMANIA 2001

IRELAND 2005

SWEDEN 2006

BULGARIA 2001

SLOVAKIA 2011

POLAND 1982

UKRAINE 2003

FRANCE 2005

UNITED KINGDOM 2005

UNITED ARAB EMIRATES 2006

CZECH REPUBLIC 2000

GERMANY 2000

LITHUANIA 2002

HUNGARY 2005

KAZAKHSTAN 2006

KOELNER
Koelner Group is an international holding 

company developing innovative solutions 

for fastening techniques and tools, their 

design, production and distribution.

www.koelner.pl
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RUSSIA 1999

ROMANIA 2001

IRELAND 2005

SWEDEN 2006

BULGARIA 2001

SLOVAKIA 2011

POLAND 1982

UKRAINE 2003

FRANCE 2005

UNITED KINGDOM 2005

UNITED ARAB EMIRATES 2006

CZECH REPUBLIC 2000

GERMANY 2000

LITHUANIA 2002

HUNGARY 2005

KAZAKHSTAN 2006

Radosław Koelner
President of the Board

Koelner Group is an international holding company, com-

prising manufacturing and distribution companies from 16 

countries worldwide. Distribution range of products offe-

red by the Group comprises approximately of 50 countries 

on five continents. The Group’s product portfolio includes 

high-quality mechanical fasteners, threaded products, che-

mical anchors, drills, circular saws, tools and power tools.

Koelner Group’s know-how is a synergy of knowledge and 

experience based on the best-practices of the Group’s 

companies, in particular:

 

• 90 years of experience of the original production com- 

 pany RAWLPLUG (UK) in light and heavy mechanical  

 fasteners

• 90 years of experience of the original production com- 

 pany Wapienica-Globus (PL) in saws and tools

• 50 years of experience of the company’s original  

 Łańcucka Screws Factory-ŁF (PL) in threaded fasteners

• 35 years of experience of the original production  

 company STAHL (DE) in the production of chemical  

 anchors

• 30 years of experience of the original production com- 

 pany Koelner (PL) in light and heavy mechanical faste 

 ners, including façade and roof insulation fixings

• 20 years of experience in the design and development  

 of Modeco tools and power tools

The assortment of Koelner Group includes 15 thousand 

products offered under the following brand: KOELNER, 

RAWLPLUG, ŁF, GLOBUS, MODECO and MODECO EXPERT. 

1982 1993 1998 2001 2004 2008 20092007 2010 2011 20122005 20061986

Starting a business activity as “Tworzywa Sztuczne Krystyna 
Koelner”; the initial period of production activity includes 
plastic socket wrench handles, buttons and pots Central Europe’s first hammer-in fixings

Using innovative methods of metal 
parts encapsulation Purchase of MODECO Listing on WSE Purchase of STAHL

Purchase of the major stake of 
shares in ŚRUBEX S.A.

Opened Koelner Trading KLD in Russia

Purchase of RAWLPLUG

Starting the production of expansion plugs

Wroclaw Sports Benefactor

Construction 
Company of the 

year 2011

 AEO StatusEuroCertificate 2007
Best of European Business Good Company “Rzeczpospolita” TopBuilder 2012 

for TFIX-8ST Trustworthy Company Winner of EU 
Standard 
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POLAND 1998

CZECH REPUBLIC 2011

SLOVAKIA 2011

ROMANIA 2007

LUXEMBOURG 2005

KRUK S.A.
KRUK S.A. was established in 1998.

For the last couple of years, the KRUK Group has 

been the largest company on the Polish receivables 

management market. KRUK is working as a multiple 

service agency including a company dealing with 

amicable collection of consumer and commercial 

debts. Group’s activity is also Romania, Czech and 

Slovakian Republics, where operates as KRUK 

International.

Scope of activities:

• Preventive Services

• Monitoring of receivables

• Amicable recovery

• Litigation and Enforcement

• Purchase of receivables

• Professional Services

www.kruk.eu
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KRUK S.A. is licensed to service receivables securitized by 

securitization funds. The KRUK Group also includes a firm 

of law advisors dealing with the initiation of judicial and 

enforcement proceedings (RAVEN Law Firm), a credit infor-

mation bureau gathering data on payments and debtors 

(ERIF Register of Debtors BIG SA), a KRUK Detective Bureau 

and a securitization company.

 

The Group specialises in comprehensive management of 

bulk receivables. KRUK manages the receivables of banks, 

credit intermediaries, insurance companies, leasing com-

panies, fixed-line and mobile telephone operators, cable 

TV providers, digital platform providers, utilities and FMCG 

companies. The company’s operating headquarters are ba-

sed in Wroclaw. The company has 8 regional branches and 

close to 50 representative offices across Poland. Current 

employment in the Group exceeds 1,400. On 10 May 2011 

KRUK S.A. made its debut on the Warsaw Stock Exchange.

Piotr Krupa
President of the Board (CEO)

1998 20042002 2003 2005 2007 2009 2010 2011

Establishement of the KRUK company
 Establishement of KRUK 

Detective BureauEstablishement of the law firm

Debut on the WSE and on Catalyst Company’s
• Establishement of KRUK International in Republics of 
Czech and SlovakiaParticipation in KPF Implementing of pro-agreemental strategy

First TV campaign promoting pro-agreemental strategyInclusion to the Group ERIF Register of Debtors and 
KRUK International in Romania 

• Participation in ACA International

Market Leader Business Gazelle Fourth time in a row Golden Customer 
Laurel prize
•  “Bulls and Bears” for the best debut on WSE

Polish Success
Customer Friendly Company Investor in Human Capital 

certificate
•  IT Leader
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POLAND 2007

AUSTRIA 2008

CROATIA 2009

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 2009

GERMANY 2008

SLOVAKIA 2009

NETHERLANDS 2009

UNITED KINGDOM 2008

REC GLOBAL
REC GLOBAL provides software development services. 

Scope of activities:

Software development services in industries:

•	 Embedded Systems

•	 Automotive (Infotainment, Driver Assistance Systems)

•	 Telecommunications (OSS, BSS systems)

•	 Machine-to-Machine Communications (Telematics)

•	 Data Analytics

www.rec-global.pl
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Krzysztof Kuliński
President of the Board

The HQ of REC Global is located in Wroclaw, Poland. 

The company employs over 300 software specialists in 

5 R&D locations in Eastern Europe (Wroclaw, Koszalin, 

Zielona Gora, Zilina, and Zagreb). Additionally, REC has 6 

sales offices based in Western Europe (Austria, Germany, 

Netherlands, Great Britain and Slovakia) and USA. 

REC focuses on the following industries: Automotive, 

Telecommunications, Machine to Machine Communication 

(M2M), Green Technology, Data Analytics. However, projects 

go well beyond this scope. REC expertise is also used in the 

development of embedded systems as well as web apps 

for other industries.

REC is top-referenced and recognized by its customers 

for its performance, quality of work and communication, 

which is reflected in the referrals from both European and 

American customers. The services are provided according 

to time&material and fixed price business models. 

The company is distinguished by expertise and experience 

in implementing large software development projects. 

The unique value of REC is an effective value chain that is 

capable of building the project team up to 60 engineers 

(including management structure) in up to four months. 

REC is a leader in quality and quantity in the region in terms 

of led international research projects. Examples of these 

innovative initiatives are projects such as: INFER, GRASP# 

Transfer of Green and other activities in the field of green 

technology. 

2007 2009 20112008

Founding Research & Engineering Center sp. z o.o.
Founding REC Solutions sp. z o.o.
• Opening R&D centers: REC Slovakia and REC Croatia Opening R&D center in Zielona Gora

Beginning business operations
• Opening R&D center in Koszalin

Lower Silesian Business Certificate (DCG)Krzysztof Kuliński received an award from the 
President of Wroclaw, Rafal Dutkiewicz for the 
initiative of IT industry development in Wroclaw
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SELENA
The Selena Group is a global manufacturer 

and distributor of construction chemicals. 

The company was founded in 1992 and in 20 years has 

reached more than 70 countries all over the world. 

The Group employs more than 1,600 people globally. 

Scope of activities:

Production and distribution of:

• Polyurethane foam

• Sealants

• Adhesives

• Waterproofing products

• Insulation systems

• Fixings and complementary products

www.selena.com
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Selena Group is a  global manufacturer and distributor of 

construction chemicals. Selena offers a wide range of products 

for professional contractors and home users – its key brands 

are TYTAN, ARTELIT and Spanish QUILOSA. Selena Group is 

among the world’s three largest manufacturers of PU foam 

used for door and window fitting. The Group offers range 

of polyurethane foams, sealants, adhesives, waterproofing 

products, insulation systems, fixings and complementary 

products.

The entire Group comprises 30 companies located all over 

the world, including state of the art manufacturing plants in 

Poland, Turkey, Spain, South Korea, China, Romania, Brazil and 

USA.

Selena has been distinguished as Forbes’s Diamond and 

a Pearl of the Polish Economy. 

Selena FM SA – the parent company – has been listed on the 

Warsaw Stock Exchange since 2008.

1992 1996 1999 2006 2008 2009 2010 2011 20122000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2007

Establishment of first companies 
in the Selena Group

Establishment of Carina,
 sealant manufacturer

 in Siechnice/Poland 

Establishment of Selena CA Ltd. in Kazakhstan
• Establishment of Selena Deutschland GmbH 
in Germany

Acquisition of 85% of shares 
in Polyfoam Yalitim Sanayi 
ve Tic Ltd. In Turkey
• Initial Public Offering of Selena 
FM SA shares on the Warsaw 
Stock Exchange

Selena becomes the sole shareholder in Quilosa
• Production starts in Nantong facility in China

Establishment of Orion, 
PU foam manufacturer in 

Dzierżoniów/Poland
Establishment of 
Selena Bulgaria Ltd.

 Establishment of Selena USA Inc.
• Establishment of Selena Bohemia s.r.o. in the Czech Republic

 • Establishment of Hamil Selena Co. joint venture company in South Korea
Establishment of Finselena Oy in Finland
• Establishment of Selena Italia

Launch of construction works in the Nantong Economic and Technological 
Development Zone in China – production plant for mounting foams
• Acquisition of 100% shares in the Russian company OOO Kvadro

Establishment of Selena Romania SRL
• Establishment of Libra, adhesive manufacturer in Dzierżoniów/ Poland

Establishment of Selena Ukraine Ltd.
• Establishment of Selena Sulamericana 
Ltda in Brazil

Start of operations in China
• Start of operations in Russia

Acquisition of 100% shares in waterproofing 
materials manufacturer Matizol SA
• Establishment of Selena Slovakia s.r.o.

Gazelle of 
Business 

Construction Company 
of the Year

Hercules of the Year and 
Construction Company of 

the Year

The Teraz Polska 
(Poland Now)

 Promotional Emblem

Gold medal for TYTAN 65 PU foam, 
BUDMA tradefair

Construction Brand
 of the Year

 (Tytan Professional) The One Who Changes 
Polish Industry

New European Champion

Jarosław Michniuk
Selena CEO
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TelForceOne S.A. 
TelForceOne S.A. is the biggest Polish producer, importer 

and distributor of mobile devices and accessories. 

Moreover, the company is one of the main suppliers 

on printing supplies and LED lighting markets.

Scope of activities:

• GSM phones and accessories 

• Consumables for printing devices 

• LED lighting 

• Computer accessories 

• RTV and electronics accessories

www.telforceone.com
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The company is part of TelForceOne Capital Group, 

which since March 2007 is listed on the Warsaw Stock 

Exchange. It has a network of partners in Poland and 

Europe. It also has modern distribution and logistic center.   

“Many years of experience makes TelForceOne reliable 

business partner. We offer a wide range of products and high 

quality service – always matching customer needs.”

We offer products of our own brands such as TFO,  

FOREVER, TFO Supplies Line, Forever Light and GreenGo 

as well as world leaders brands. Accessories available in our 

offer are the response to the market demand and individual 

customers needs. We regularly monitor market changes and 

technology development to increase our offer.

We have gained our strong position on the market thanks 

to our consequence and professionalism. We pay attention 

mainly to the knowledge, quality and accessibility.

Sebastian Sawicki
President of the Board

2001 2002 2004 2005 2007 2009 20112003 2006 2008 2010 2012

Foundation of PolTelkom 
civil company

Company’s own brands creation – 
launching of the first Forever product

TF1 brand launch 
(currently TFO)

Stock exchange debut 
•  Extension of the capital group with 6 new companies

 (2 foreign companies: CPA Czech and CPA Slovakia)

Beginning of cooperation with retail chains: Real, Carrefour, Auchan, 
Media Markt, Saturn, Tesco, Biedronka, E. Leclerc and others
•  Launching of Forever Light LED lighting

Signing of contract with Auchan, myPhone begins to sale its products to Israel
•  Implementation of environmental management system ISO 14001

•  Attainment of UE status of Authorised Economic Operator (AEO)

Implementation of quality management 
system ISO 9001

Foof brand launch

Company changes name for TelForce-
One  •  Beginning of the capital group: 
R2 Invest, Telcon, Red Dog •  Enrichment 
of the offer with printer supplies

Creation of myPhone company 
– the producer of mobile phones 
•  Building completion of modern
 logistic distribution center

Attainment of European Quality 
Certificate M+T for printing and copying 
devices toners, sold under own brand

Launching of new TelForce-
One internet platform

"The Time Machine" Award (by Gazeta Prawna)
Business Gazelle 2007 

The Lower Silesia Gryphon - Economic Award

Award “Anwsering to investors” 
(by Puls Biznesu)

Business Gazelle 
2008
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TOYA S.A. 
TOYA S.A. is one of Poland’s leading distributors 

of industrial goods.

It is a leader of the Polish hand and power tools 

market for both professional and household use.

www.toya.pl
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The scope of the Group’s business includes product design, 

outsourcing of production, supervision over production 

quality, and distribution of products under its own brands 

through an extensive sales network on the Polish market 

and abroad: in Europe, Asia, Africa, Australia, and Central and 

South America.

Toya S.A. has subsidiary companies, branches and 

representative offices in both Europe and Asia:

 •  Toya Romania S.A. based in Bucharest, Romania

 •  Yato China Trading, based in Shanghai, China and a wide 

spread sales network in domestic and foreign markets: 

Europe, Asia, Africa, Australia and Central and South America, 

with more than 3,000 active customers in 42 countries.

TOYA SA has been developing its social responsibility by 

setting high standards, building corporate governance, 

charitable activities and sponsoring local events. TOYA SA 

takes an active part in sponsoring rally teams, the company 

is a  sponsor of Polish YATO rally team and a co-sponsor of 

Yato Tools/BigfootExpress Rally Team in South Africa.

Grzegorz Pinkosz
President of the Board

Dariusz Hajek 
Vice President of the Board

1990 2001 2007 201120102002 2003 2006 2006

Establishment of TOYA IMPORT-EKSPORT S.C.

Establishment of TOYA S.A., which acquired assets of TOYA IMPORT-EKSPORT S.C.
• Modern Logistic and Distribution Center in Wroclaw

• Establishment of TOYA S. A. branch in Pruszkow
Establishment of modern Logistic and Distribution 
Center in Poland, Mlochow near Warsaw

  Establishment of TOYA S.A. Kryniczno – Toya Golf & Country Club branch
• Implementation of one of the most advanced Enterprise Resource Planning System ERP

• TOYA S.A. Kryniczno brand development – exclusive real estate TOYA GOLF Brand diversification – new brands 
development: YATO, FALA, FLO, POWER 
UP, STHOR, VOREL
• Establishment of TOYA ROMANIA S.A. 
in Bucharest

TOYA-GOLF opening – Champion 
Class Golf Course

Establishment of YATO China 
in Shanghai 

TOYA S.A debut on the 
WSE Main Market

Prestigious title “Gazela Biznesu‟ 2003” Certificate of Business Credibility assigned 
for the highest rating of stability for the 

company by Dun & Bradstreet in 2010
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 Xantus S.A.
WE ANIMATE EMOTIONS! Xantus Animation Studio is the biggest 

animation studio in Poland. Our offices are located in Warsaw 

and Wroclaw. Xantus Aniamtion Studio specialises in artistic 

animation, computer-generated VFX, and post-production. 

The studio cooperates with many directors and the biggest 

Film Studios and Advertising Agencies in Poland.

Scope of activities:

• Animation

• Graphic artwork

• Special effects (VFX)

• Projects related to computer games, special projects 

www.xantus.pl
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Michał Dusiński
President of the Board

People who create Xantus have been working together 

for nearly ten years now – the team is still growing bigger 

which clearly shows the company’s development itself. 

For all that time members of our team have made many 

successful productions. One of the most well-known 

among them is the already mentioned series‚ “Lards of the 

Flyies’’ (“Włatcy móch”) by Bartek Kędzierski, produced in an 

unprecedented number of 120 episodes broadcast on the 

TV across Poland. Xantus has also made “Lards” (“Włatcy”) 

on the silver screen; the film becoming very popular 

among the audience. 

Still the turning-point for Xantus Animation Studio 

was 2011 that brought about many spectacular 

productions, not to mention Xantus becoming part 

of ADV Group that is present on the Warsaw Stock 

Exchange. 

2008 2009 2011 III. 2011 IV. 2011 VI. 2011 XI. 2011 XII. 2011IX. 2011

“Świr” The award for the television series 
Włatcy móch
• Special Prize - IX Festival of Humor TV 
series Włatcy móch

“Świr” The award for the television series 
Włatcy móch,
• 1st Prize at the International Festival of Film 
Trailers for the film Włatcy móch

Nominations and two awards for Spot “Natanek 
Batmanek” in National Advertising Competition 
creatures 2011/2012 

The award “Klaps” and “Super Klaps” for the 
most rude television series Włatcy móch
• Webstar Creative: Internet Campaign,
Film/video, Animation & Game, Campaign on 
community portals – Natanek Batmanek 
– Pride & Glory Interactive/Xantus/CzART Xantus becomes part of ADV Group

Xantus Animation Studio becomes patron to the 
University of Lower Silesia “Digital Masters” project

Xantus enanges in “Creativro – culture of multi-
media” project • Xantus Animation Studio takes 

part in “Polish Champion” Programme

Nomination and awards in the prestigious 
Webstar Festival competition for the produc-

tion of the Internet spot comercial “Little 
Batman” (“Batmanek”)

Subvention for the development of “The Cartoon (Hi)story 
of Poland” (“Kreskostoria Polski”) granted by the the Polish 
Institute of Cinema
• Xantus Animation Studio’s representatives take part in the 
MIPCOM fairs in Cannes, the biggest international fairs and 
conference of the audiovisual professionals in the world.

Xantus Animation Studio 
representatives take part in 
Cannes MIPCOM and Frankfurter 
Buchmesse fairs
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